Addition word problems

Kindergarten Addition Worksheet

Draw objects and count to solve the problems.

1. Noah has eight cherries and Elijah has two cherries. How many cherries do Noah and Elijah have together?

2. Three red marbles and three green marbles are on the table. How many marbles are on the table?

3. There are four small marshmallows and two big marshmallows. How many marshmallows are there altogether?
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Kindergarten Addition Worksheet

Draw objects and count to solve the problems.

1. Noah has eight cherries and Elijah has two cherries. How many cherries do Noah and Elijah have together? 10

2. Three red marbles and three green marbles are on the table. How many marbles are on the table? 6

3. There are four small marshmallows and two big marshmallows. How many marshmallows are there altogether? 6